Saving a life deserves
the best protection
Defib Store 4000

FIRE
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IP66

ROBUST
DESIGN

Revolutionary polycarbonate defibrillator cabinet from Ce-Tek, the
industry leading AED cabinet manufacturer.
Uncompromising on quality. Uncompromising on safety.

Highly impact resistant polycarbonate outdoor cabinet
Fire retardant to UL4 V0
UV stabilised; will not be affected by sunlight
Double skin clamshell design with full IP66 rating
Marine grade stainless steel keypad lock
Thermostatically controlled heater
Motion sensor LED light
Lightweight construction, only 10kg
Fully recyclable material
10 Year limited guarantee
Made in the UK

www.defibstore.co.uk

Defib Store recognise the importance of a high-quality, secure cabinet to
store your public access defibrillator
Manufactured from polycarbonate the innovative Defib Store 4000 is the only polycarbonate AED cabinet on the market that can withstand
high impact, is fire retardant to UL94 V0 and is UV stabilised against the effect of direct sun. The Defib Store 4000 is the latest innovative
cabinet addition to the widely acclaimed Defib Store range of cabinets offering a durable, secure outdoor AED cabinet suitable for all environments.
Defib Store 4000 features include:
Unique double skin construction provides a robust impact-resistant
structure, plus creates additional insulation to the defibrillator
Moulded from fire retardant polycarbonate to UL 94 V0, the Defib
Store 4000 is self-extinguishing and does not support fire. The
polycarbonate is also UV stabilised and will not degrade in direct
sunlight
Fully sealed clamshell design, the sleek cabinet is IP66 EN60529 rated
providing a completely dust and water tight AED cabinet
Thermostatically controlled heater ensures the AED is always within
its working temperature range
Marine grade, stainless steel mechanical keypad lock; tested with salt
spray for 10,000 hours, ensures the lock remains fully functional in
all weather. Also available unlocked with a plastic winged handle and
optional alarm*
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Battery powered, motion sensor LED light to illuminate cabinet on
opening. Easily detachable for use as a torch in a rescue
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Internal AED hook on back wall accommodates any defibrillator
ensuring AED is elevated from base and clearly visible through large
viewing window.
Sloping design to allow surface water to drain away from the door
Available in high visibility yellow or green as standard. Other colours
available subject to minimum order quantities
All Defib Store cabinets include printed graphics on high grade laminated
vinyl with the option to include personalised logos/text
Simple to install with dual exit point for power cable via rear or base of
cabinet without onsite drilling or modification.
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Cabinets are delivered fully assembled with fixing kit and
installation/maintenance guide
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10 year limited guarantee

Cabinet External Dimensions: 465mm (H) x 435mm (W) x 240mm (D)

Defib Store 4000 also available with cooling facility – ask Sales for further
information
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DFS4K442LLE-Y

Polycarbonate

Yellow

SS Keypad lock

Yes

IP66

Yes

Indoor/Outdoor

DFS4K442LLE-G

Polycarbonate

Green

SS Keypad lock

Yes

IP66

Yes

Indoor/Outdoor

DFS4K442ULE-Y

Polycarbonate

Yellow

Plastic Wing Handle

Yes

IP66

Yes

Indoor/Outdoor

DFS4K442ULE-G

Polycarbonate

Green

Plastic Wing Handle

Yes

IP66

Yes

Indoor/Outdoor
*
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Defib Store Ltd, Units 1-4 Tideswell Business Park, Tideswell, Derbyshire SK17 8NY
Tel: +44 (0) 1298 872186
Fax: +44 (0) 1298 871155
E-mail: sales@defibstore.co.uk

Small additional charge

